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Design by Ben van Berkel, UNStudio

BeTween
Design by Studio Makkink & Bey

Multifunctional workstation that adds a playful
element to any space
Use as a landmark, room divider or separately
as a desk, chair and side table
Tree-like structure that encourages engagement

Designed to enable various modes of work
Sit close together for co-working or spread out
for individual working
Innovative alternative to a traditional table

OffSize
Design by Léon de Lange

StandAlone
Design by AXIA Design

JoinTable
Design by Bert Masselus

Fosters conversations in an informal way
Plays with sitting and standing, indoor and
outdoor use
Accomodates meetings and workspace for
several people

Playful elements make for a surprising addition
to any space
Bringing comfort to impromptu meetings and
random encounters
Helps to foster connection and collaboration

A retreat from the open office floor
Overhead roof and side panels provide sense
of privacy
Clever addition to any workspace

PhoneBox

Design by AXIA Design

EarChair

Offers a sense of privacy in the office
Outside noises are muffled as to enhance focus
Simple and compact design makes it functional in use

Design by Jurgen Bey, Studio Makkink & Bey
Creates an intimate setting in sets of two of four
Extended ears provide cocoon-like insulation
Ideal place for a meeting or a quick chat

StandTable
Design by Ben van Berkel, UNStudio

Accommodates individual working, scrum meetings
and short discussions
Stimulates movement at work
Beacon of collaboration and engagement in
every office

SideSeat

Niche

Design by Studio Makkink & Bey

Design by AXIA Design

The way we work is changing significantly.
For the past 10 years, we at PROOFF
have been motivated by Activity Based
Working (ABW) and have explored trends
in the evolving workspace. Collaborating
closely with designers, (interior)
architects and strategists, we have
designed 10 modular and multifunctional
furniture concepts that champion health
and wellbeing, encourage collaboration,
and enhance efficiency in the workplace.
We believe that when given the right
tools, people can be inspired to create
their very best work.
Shaping the future of work together.

www.prooff.com
contact@prooff.com

WorkSofa
Design by Studio Makkink & Bey

Compact workstation equipped with
the essentials
A self-contained desk, cupboard and
swivel chair in one
Moveable piece of furniture to shape
any workspace

Primary function as a communal
meeting point
Focal piece that facilitates dialogue
and discussion
Customisable for any space

Functions as a room within a room
Engineered to stimulate collaboration
Alternative to a closed-off meeting room

